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Be sure to read Tom Gatz’s article in this issue about the relationship between the
white winged dove and the saguaro. Before European honeybees showed up,
white-winged doves were the primary pollinator of saguaros. Photo by Javan Larson.
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

By Chris Ginkel

I am happy that we now have two presentations up on our CentralArizonaCactus
YouTube Channel for you to enjoy. By the end of July, we hope to have a new
presentation by Javier Gurrola. I do not know all of the details of his presentation, but I
believe it will be on Organ Pipe National Monument. Javier and I have made many trips
together to this treasure located in southern Arizona. The plant and animal life are
amazing and diverse. I highly recommend visiting there if you have never made the
journey. You will not be disappointed.
We will continue to provide you with new presentations through our YouTube Channel
as long as the current Covid-19 crisis continues. Once we are able to again meet in
person, we hope to record the live presentations and then upload them to our YouTube
Channel.
This is a very difficult time of the year for the plants in your collection. The sun intensity
is strong, and the temperatures are high. Keep checking your plants regularly for signs
of burning. Do not hesitate to move or cover plants with shade cloth, if necessary. I
would recommend using shade cloth no stronger than 50% should you decide to cover
any plants. Be alert, because I have seen plants go from just a little bit of sunburn to
turning into a potato chip overnight. Much more information can be found by utilizing
the Newsletter Indexes on our website centralarizonacactus.org. Search in the
Miscellaneous Index.
While we have many excellent articles available for reading on our website, we still want
to keep new articles coming to you through the newsletter. Do not hesitate to submit
articles and photographs to Editor Sue Hakala (cacsscentralspine@gmail.com). The
subject can be anything cactus and succulent related that you are comfortable writing
about. Some of you might feel that you are too much of a “newbie” to write a cactus
and succulent article. All perspectives are valuable, and you can provide others with
your own unique experiences. Please consider giving it a try.
As always, do not hesitate to contact me with your questions or concerns. You can
reach me through Facebook Messenger.

Publication of material in the Central Spine does not imply agreement with the ideas expressed therein by any portion of the
membership of the CACSS, nor does it constitute an endorsement A nesting Mourning Dove takes advantage of the shade provided
on this new cactus cutting at the Desert Botanical Garden. or support for any portion of such material by the CACSS, or the Central
Spine, regardless of any position or office held by the author. All such material represents a comment and/or personal opinion of
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MY OLDEST PLANT

Photo and Text by Michelle Schrade

Seventeen years ago, my husband and I had a home built in northwest Phoenix. This
began my immersion into the world of cactus and succulents. One of the first plants the
landscaper put in was Opuntia santa-rita. I had seen them in cactus gardens and
admired their beautiful blooms and color. We also had three Opuntia rufida and a
Cylindropuntia versicolor planted, all in the front yard. All but one Opuntia rufida is still
standing.

At the time, I had no idea how painful and prevalent glochids can be when caring for
Opuntias! I quickly learned to wear armor and gloves while pruning and cleaning up
fruits. The next thing I learned was Opuntia santa-rita is extremely susceptible to
cochineal scale. It is almost a given this cultivar will suffer from an infestation at some
point. My battle with cochineal scale is ongoing. I typically use a strong spray of water
and/or scrub the scale with a toothbrush. Unfortunately, I don’t believe I will win the war
because the plant is so large.
Despite the negatives, I still look forward to seeing its spectacular bloom every year and
how it turns a brilliant violet color whenever stressed by heat or cold.
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THE SAGUARO AND THE WHITE-WINGED DOVE

Text by Tom Gatz

Reprinted from The Sonoran Quarterly, the magazine of the Desert Botanical Garden
Ornithologist Kenn Kaufman observed that the Sonoran Desert would have a very
different sound if it were not for the doves. He points out, for instance, that the rich
cooing of the white-winged doves on late spring mornings virtually drowns out the
voices of other birds with their loud, persistent, owl-like “who-cooks-for-you?” call. If our
desert would sound different without doves, would it also look different if the whitewinged doves were to disappear? After all, contrary to some popular articles that tout
nectar-feeding bats as the primary pollinators of saguaro flowers, the white-winged dove
is actually the most important vertebrate pollinator of this iconic cactus. So how
important is this species of dove to the survival of the saguaro?
It turns out that the desert-nesting
population of the western whitewinged dove in the Sonoran Desert
is, at least currently, much more
dependent upon the saguaro for its
survival than the cactus is on the
dove. Let’s take a closer look at this
now lop-sided relationship.
First of all, what’s in it for the dove?
There are several sub-species of
white-winged doves in the Americas,
but the western white-winged dove
found in the Sonoran Desert is so
closely tied to the saguaro for its
survival that its migration and
White-winged doves in the Sonoran Desert have long
nesting are synchronized to match
beaks to better enable them to suck nectar from
that of the saguaros flowering and
saguaro blossoms. Photo by Tom Gatz.
fruit-production season. After
feeding on grain and fruits during the
non-nesting season, they depart from their wintering grounds in western Mexico,
arriving in the Sonoran Desert in late April at the beginning of the hottest, driest and
most stressful time of the year. Saguaro flower pollen and nectar, and subsequent fruits
and seeds, provide almost all the needed food and moisture required by desert whitewinged doves from May to mid-July. Perhaps this answers the dove’s persistent
question of “who-cooks-for you?” since the saguaro “chef” is providing it with three
square meals a day; drinks included.
Fortunately for white-winged doves and for the many other species of birds, bats and
bees that depend upon the saguaros for survival, saguaro fruit production is relatively
independent of precipitation levels; they fruit abundantly every year and, surprisingly,
actually bear more fruit in dry years.
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The beaks of the sub-species of white-winged dove found in Arizona and Sonora are
also longer than the beaks of the other sub-species found in non-saguaro habitats.
Presumably this is an evolutionary adaptation to better enable them to extract nectar
from the very bottom of the saguaro blossoms, sort of like a soda straw. Unlike most
birds that must tilt their heads back to swallow liquids, pigeons and doves drink by
immersing their beaks in the liquid and pumping it up by contractions in the esophagus.
The Spanish name for this dove in Sonora is paloma pitayera (dove that eats columnar
cactus fruit). In fact, the white-wings consume so much saguaro fruit that, at the height
of the fruiting season, scientists have found that certain isotopes in the tissue of the
doves are almost identical to those in the tissue of the saguaro fruits, making the
isotopic composition (or “signature”) of the dove almost indistinguishable from that of
saguaro tissue. This literally gives new meaning to the expression “you are what you
eat.”
In addition to providing it with pollination services, the doves benefit the saguaro in
another way—sort of. Doves “build” (and I use the term loosely) a stick nest that is so
frail you can often look up and see the two white eggs through the bottom of the nest.
The parents initially feed their young “crop milk,” a protein and fat-rich secretion of the
esophageal lining that is chemically similar to mammalian milk. After about four days,
the parents gradually replace the crop milk with regurgitated saguaro fruit. A small
quantity of fruit containing saguaro seeds is often inadvertently spilled and falls through
the flimsy nest structure and lands beneath the nest tree. The ground below the lowhanging tree canopy provides a perfect “nursery bed” for cactus seedlings to develop
where they find extra shade, soil moisture, nutrients from the leaf litter, and protection
from trampling. It looks like we’ve come full circle. The dove pollinates the cactus, the
cactus feeds the dove, and the dove returns the favor by sowing new saguaro seeds.
But the story doesn’t end here.
According to ecologist Dr. Carlos Martinez del Rio, there is little doubt that white-winged
doves were once the most important pollinator of saguaros, while other native insects,
birds, and nectar-feeding bats ran a distant second. Now the introduced, feral
European honeybees actually pollinate more saguaro flowers than do doves in many
areas. The efficient bees remove any remaining pollen from the previous night’s
blossoms by about 10 a.m. each day. He cautions, however, that the doves’ importance
as saguaro pollinators may increase again in the future if, as predicted, honeybee
populations continue to decline in the desert as a result of mite infections.
However, as much as the doves help pollinate the saguaros, they counteract that
contribution, to a great extent, once the fruits ripen when they consume and digest an
enormous number of saguaro seeds. Unlike nectar-feeding bats and other species of
birds such as woodpeckers, thrashers and cactus wrens with gentler guts that often
allow seeds to pass undigested, doves have powerful digestive systems and no
saguaro seeds survive passage through their gizzards. It is estimated that for every
seed they drop, they consume hundreds of others, severely limiting their effectiveness
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as dispersers of saguaro seed. In one season, a single dove digests about 280,000
seeds contained in the 7.5 pounds of saguaro fruit pulp it ingests each year. The doves
are, in fact, major saguaro seed predators.
The original range of the western subspecies of the white-winged dove was, by
necessity, closely tied to that of the saguaro cactus. However, with the expansion of
irrigation, agriculture, urban landscaping and bird feeders in the southwest, the range of
this dove sub-species expanded beyond the range of the saguaro in response to these
new food supplies provided by humans. This adaptability bodes well for the long-term
security of the white-winged dove populations in the southwest.
Unfortunately, many desert ecologists are not as optimistic about the future of our
saguaro populations. While saguaros are not yet considered endangered species,
saguaro fatalities are increasing in recent years as fire is spread by non-native grasses
such as buffelgrass and red brome introduced for cattle forage. These contiguous
areas of dry grass provide fuel for catastrophic fires in our desert uplands, a hazard to
which our native saguaros are not adapted to survive, having evolved with scattered,
native bunch grasses that didn’t spread fires as extensively as do the non-native
species.
The next time you pause to admire the flowers or fruits on one of these giant sentinels
in the desert, wish it luck for a long life and listen for the ubiquitous “who-cooks-foryou?” call of a well-fed white-winged dove that likely won’t be very far away.
References:
Wolf, B.O., C. Martinez del Rio, and J. Babson, 2002. Stable isotopes reveal that
saguaro fruit provides different resources to two desert dove species. Ecology
83:1286-1293.
Martinez del Rio, C, 2007. Long-nosed Bats and White-winged Doves: Travels and
Tribulations of Two Migrant Pollinators. In Dry Borders—Great Natural Reserves of the
Sonoran Desert. (R.S. Felger and B. Broyles, eds.). The University of Utah Press, Salt
Lake City, UT.
Schwertner, T.W., H.A. Mathewson, J.A. Roberson, M. Small, and G.L. Waggerman
2002. White-winged Dove (Zenaida asiatica). In The Birds of North America, No. 710
(A. Poole and F. Gill, eds.). The Birds of North America, Inc., Philadelphia, PA.
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PEG POINTS: The Latest from the Propagation Education Group (PEG) Photos
and Text by Tristan Davis
Next Meeting: TBD because of COVID-19 concerns. As we learn more about our
options, notifications will go out to all CACSS members when we have determined when
we can meet again.
Although we are still unsure of when we will be able to meet in-person again in today’s
uncertain climate, I couldn’t resist putting together an activity for our members that will
encourage us all to learn more about propagating cactus and succulents. Last month, I
announced (both on our Facebook page and in a special email announcement to all
paid CACSS members) the PEG Mystery Seedling Challenge. This is a completely selfpaced, informal challenge to our members to start growing from seed.
This is not a “timed” challenge. You have as much time as you need to grow and
identify your seedlings. Therefore, if you still wish to participate, contact me for details,
and I will get your seeds mailed out. Here are the details of the Challenge.
***PEG MYSTERY SEEDLING CHALLENGE***
GOAL. To help our CACSS members learn about and try growing cactus from seed.
Challenge participants will attempt to grow CACSS provided MYSTERY seeds (not
even I will know what species the seeds are). Each member will be provided with a
MIXED collection of cactus seeds. You will have no idea what will be included. There
could be very rare species included.
HOW DO I WIN? Every participant has a chance to win. Each participant to
successfully identify the species of at least one of their seedlings will receive a seedling
from my own personal collection. I can pick one out for you, or I can send you a list of
what I have available at that time that you may choose from. All you do to report an ID
is to send me a photo or your seedling and your guess (via email or FB). I will work with
some cactus experts to determine if the ID is correct.
WHO? Any active (paid-up through 2020) CACSS members (if you let your
membership lapse, or want to join, you can join on the CACSS website
www.centralarizonacactus.org).
HOW DO I PARTICIPATE/SIGN UP? Send an email to my email address (below), or
send me a Private Message (PM) on Facebook to let me know that you want to
participate along with your full name. I will verify your active status on the 2020 CACSS
roster, and if all checks out, I will send you a FREE packet of Mystery Seeds for you to
start whenever you wish (postage paid). You will be added to my list of participants that
I will manage.
WHEN? Now! The challenge will continue for as long as participants are growing their
seedlings.
I DON’T KNOW HOW? Well, rats. That means you should really consider attending
PEG meetings. For those of you who have not yet been to a PEG meeting about
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growing from seed, or if you need a refresher, Ken Luiten, who led a great demo of seed
growing at the May 2019 PEG meeting, has documented his process from start to finish.
An article outlining his process is in this newsletter.

Left, Tristan’s seed growing setup, and above,
repotting seedlings.

Of course, we want to see your progress as you are growing your seedlings, so feel free
to post your progress on the CACSS Facebook page. Remember, EVERYONE that
grows a seedling and can eventually guess the species is a winner. I hope we have a
lot of participants and can create some seed-growing fanatics like myself and Ken!
Members have already been posting the status of their seed-growing efforts. Most are
seeing germination within a week or so.
If you have any questions send me a Private Message (PM) on Facebook to get started!
READY, SET, GROW!
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GROWING CACTUS AND SUCCULENTS FROM SEED

Photos and Text by Ken

Luiten
Growing cactus and succulents from seed is a rewarding and low-cost way to add rare
species to your collection. It’s a must-try for anyone who enjoys collecting cactus and
succulents. One point that needs to be made clear: there are many ways to be
successful at growing from seed, and you can get as simple or complex as you desire.
There is no perfect method, and many approaches can yield excellent results. It’s
important to remember that if at first you do not succeed, try again. Finding the right
technique for you might be an iterative process.
WHAT YOU NEED
Growing from seed is much easier than many believe. Once you sow the seed, it will be
months before you need to worry about them. Additionally, you need very little to get
started—especially if you just sow one container! Here is a list of things you’ll need to
get started:
•

Sowing container. I use pots to sow seeds. I usually use a 3”x3” pot size; two of
these can fit easily into a small Ziploc baggie.

•

Sowing medium. See below for a soil suggestion.

•

Ziploc baggies. These will create the closed system that will maintain humidity
levels

•

Seeds
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CONTAINER
Successful seed germination takes a certain set of conditions often rare in nature but
relatively easy to replicate in a controlled environment. Humidity is key for germination
and to that end, the container you choose needs to be able to maintain a sufficient level
of humidity. This can be done in a variety of ways: pots inside a Ziploc bag, pots inside
of a clear plastic bin, clear plastic
take-out food containers, plastic
drink cups with clear plastic lids,
cling-wrap over a container, or a
store-bought germination station.
You can go as simple or fancy as
you would like. The main
considerations are that it must
contain humidity and allow light
transmission. For newer growers, I
always recommend pots inside a
Ziploc bag.
SOIL
There are actually four topics you
never discuss in polite company:
politics, religion, money, and soil
mixtures. Everyone has the
perfect mixture and will gladly let
you know what you’re doing wrong with yours. After years of experimenting with mine,
I’ve arrived at a mix of coarse wash sand and desert loam. With the humid environment
inside of your germination station, mold becomes a big threat to the seeds and young
seedlings. By reducing the amount of organic material in the system, you can
significantly reduce the occurrence of mold. Coarse sand and desert loam both have
very little organic material and therefor resist mold growth well.
Should you sterilize the soil? Again, that depends on who you ask. I’ve had excellent
results with and without sterilization. However, out of an abundance of caution mainly
due to the scarcity of some of the seeds I sow, I usually sterilize. A few minutes in the
microwave (soil must be damp) or an hour in the oven will do the trick. Make sure the
soil is cool again before planting seeds.
SOWING
Before sowing the seeds, make sure the soil is thoroughly damp. I like to set the pot in
a tray of water overnight to make sure the moisture is consistent throughout. As stated
before, moisture is key to successful germination.
Most cactus seeds are surface sown, but this rule has exceptions. Other types of plants
need their seeds sown at some depth below the surface. This is where a bit of
experience or research might be warranted. For surface sown seeds, make sure there
is a layer of coarse sand on the top of the pot and randomly shake the seeds out trying
to equally distribute them. The coarse surface gives the seeds places to hide and for
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moisture to collect. For sub-surface sowing, try to avoid digging holes. Instead, try
leveling the soil, distributing the seeds and then gently covering them with one-fourth
inch of coarse sand.

After sowing the seeds, mist the pot thoroughly, ensuring that the surface is completely
damp. Be careful not to wash away your newly sown seeds.
THE REST
After your seeds are sown, seal your bag or container to make sure the moisture
doesn’t escape. Within a couple of hours, you should start to observe condensation
collecting inside your germination station.
If you are not seeing this condensation,
your system is probably too dry. Next,
place your setup somewhere with
sufficient light but making sure it will not
overheat (no direct sunlight).
Temperature of optimum germination will
vary by species, but 65-90°F is generally
acceptable. You can add moisture as
needed through misting or bottom
watering.
Most species will show signs of
germination within 14 days. However,
this can vary greatly based on species,
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quality of seed and ambient conditions. This is another area where experience and
research may help.
As the seedlings mature, you can begin to reduce the moisture they receive. You can
do this by partially opening up your system and watering less frequently. However, do
not move too fast. Almost all species will thrive in the initial humid environment where
they were germinated for many months after sprouting. Do not get discouraged if
seedlings seem to randomly die. At this young age, they are highly susceptible to
bacteria and other risks. Know this would happen in nature as well. I will sometimes
wait up to two years before transplanting seedlings, but I have no hard rule on age at
which I begin introducing them to the outside world. This is where experimenting and
observation come into play.

GROWING UNDER LIGHTS
Do you bring plants in for the summer? Are you starting seeds? Do you live
somewhere without a balcony where you can grow cactus and succulents?
Be sure to read Ken Luiten’s article, Growing under Lights found in the Central Spine
archives in the June 2018 issue. Visit the club website centralarizonacactus.org,
choose newsletters and find the article under the month and year. He’s sure to answer
all your questions. If not, give him a call.

Material in the Central Spine may be reprinted by nonprofit organizations (unless such
permission is expressly denied in a note accompanying the material) provided proper
credit is given to the Central Arizona Cactus and Succulent Society and the author,
and that one copy of the publication containing the reprinted material is sent to the
editor at cacsscentralspine@gmail.com. Reproduction in whole or part by any other
organization or publication without the permission of the publisher is prohibited.
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POT SEALER

Photos and Text by Scott McMahon

I have kept my plants in unglazed terracotta pots for most of the time that I have been
collecting. I like the way they look, and they aren't nearly as expensive as the custom
pots seen at shows. While I do have "high end" pots for my more special show-worthy
plants, the bulk of the collection stays in the terracotta pots.
While plastic pots are inexpensive and lightweight, they do a better job of holding in
moisture and don't retain heat. That being said, after buying a plant and growing it for a
while in its original plastic pot, I will move it up to a clay one. Unfortunately, many of my
pots have a lifespan of only a few years before starting to crumble and fall apart, even
though they were fired, such as De Roma pots are. Using a pot sealer is a way to
preserve your pots, and they will retain more moisture like glazed pots do.

Left, untreated pot and right treated pots.

Recently, I have had difficulty finding the waterbased latex sealer that you usually see at nurseries. Going by a suggestion from a
hardware store, I went with Behr low luster concrete sealer. I have used this before on
my front entrance to seal the concrete walkway, and it still repels water after a few
years.
Wash any soil off your pots and let them dry out. I apply the sealer using a paintbrush.
I put the sealer in a small container like cottage cheese comes in to make it easy to
apply. I tried lining my workbench with newspaper but found out quickly that it sticks to
the pots as I'm moving them around. I now use a large aluminum pan and rubber
gloves to keep it from building up on my hands. You only have to apply enough to soak
in. I do the inside and outside. I try to smooth out any large globs or bubbles before
setting the pots outside to dry. Cleanup is a breeze because the sealer is water-soluble.
The pots turn out a little darker and with a nice dull finish.
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Remember that sealed, glazed and plastic pots retain more moisture than unglazed
pots. You will have to compensate by going to a more open, porous soil mix and/or
watering less often. A good moisture meter will help avoid overwatering. Happy
potting!

CENTRAL SPINE PLANT INDEX

By Editor Sue Hakala

There are now 93 plants represented in the newsletter Plant Index. To find a plant that
you are interested in, visit the club website at centralarizonacactus.org. Hover over the
Newsletter tab, choose Newsletter Archives, then choose Plant Index.
If you don’t find a plant you are interested in, let me know. I’ll try to find someone to
write an article. Contact me at cacsscentralspine@gmail.com.

CACTUS AND SUCCULENT SOCIETY OF AMERICA
The CSSA has starting publishing To The Point as a quarterly 24-page electronic
newsletter. When you are a paid member of CSSA, you receive the quarterly color
printed journal filled with interesting articles. TTP is an additional benefit of
membership. Our club is an affiliate of the CSSA and subscribes. Copies of the journal
are available in our library.
To have your own membership, visit the CSSA website: cactusandsucculentsociety.org.
To see a fun video with incredible paper art highlighted in the TTP, visit YouTube, then
type in British Cactus and Succulent Society. You’ll laugh for sure!

Be sure to visit CACSS on the web at:
centralarizonacactus.org the Society’s website
Facebook centralarizonacactus
CACSS Swap and Shop
Instagram
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FACEBOOK PAGE

By Michelle Schrade

This month, besides the usual questions about plant identification, care and planting,
focus was on the closure of one of Phoenix’s most beloved cactus nurseries, Shady
Way in Apache Junction. The closing was announced suddenly, and members had one
week to take advantage of 50% off pricing. Many members posted photos of their
purchases after making the trip to Shady Way one last time.
What do you do when it’s too hot to garden and a pandemic is raging? Why you
propagate cactus and succulents from seed, silly! PEG members, Tristan Davis and
Ken Luiten, posted photos of their elaborate growing stations while the rest of us
newbies, taking part in the PEG Mystery Seed Challenge, posted photos of our
seedlings and begged for advice. You can join the CACSS FB page at: https:www/
facebook.com/group/cacss2/
Each month a photo of a cactus and succulent posted by CACSS FB members is
selected for recognition.

Succulent of the Month: Grafted Adenium
posted June 16 by Tom Gatz, and Post with
Most Likes: 381.

CACSS

Cactus of the Month: Columnar cactus
with bees posted June 22 taken by
Mike Harris.
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